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ABSTRACT
Value Engineering was first invented in GE in 1940s. There is a 1956 seminal book on Value Engineering
written by GE employee in Schenectady [1]. Over the last 2 years we have been working to resurrect it in
the Aviation business and applying the value engineering principles to various business critical programs.
This paper describes the Cost-out approach of an engineering team and demonstrates the importance of
value engineering principles through several case studies.
For the benefit of Business and Customers, it is imperative to ensure the engines are produced at
minimal cost with enhanced product value. A global task force of dedicated “cost out/Value” engineers
was formed to achieve this critical business goal. The cost out team collaboratively worked with crossfunctional teams from design to manufacturing. The team visited shops, held action workouts (including
classical SAVE recommended 5 day AVS workshops [2], identified improvement areas for cost reduction
opportunities.
The team prioritized the ideas based on implementation effort vs cost impact. This approach enabled
quick realization, and opened avenues for further cost reduction opportunities. Team used cost out levers,
which included leveraging legacy experience, standardizing parts across engines, newer manufacturing
techniques, novel design changes and simplifying manufacturing operations. Additionally, ‘non-advocate
reviews’ were held to identify risks and define mitigation plan.
This paper describes a collaborative culture of practicing value engineering principles and imbibing the
spirit.
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INTRODUCTION
Value engineering is a structured method to enhance the "value" of products by evaluation of product
function against cost. Value can be increased by either improving the function or reducing the cost.
For the benefit of Business and Customers, it is imperative to ensure the engines are produced at
minimal cost with enhanced product value. A global task force of dedicated “cost out/Value” engineers
was formed to achieve this critical business goal. The cost out team collaboratively worked with crossfunctional teams from design to manufacturing. The team visited shops, held action workouts (including
classical SAVE recommended 5 day AVS workshop [2], identified improvement areas in manufacturing
for cost reduction opportunities. The team prioritized the ideas based on implementation effort vs cost
impact. This approach enabled quick realization, and opened avenues for further cost reduction
opportunities. The team used cost out levers, which included leveraging legacy experience, standardizing
parts across engines, newer manufacturing techniques, novel design changes and simplifying
manufacturing operations. Additionally, ‘non-advocate reviews’ were held to identify risks and define
mitigation plan.
The team embraced new cost-out techniques based on cost-function trade-offs and influenced the
business to look for cost reduction opportunities in all products by pollinating the ideas. The subsequent
sections cover few case studies that demonstrate a collaborative culture of practicing value engineering
principles.
PILOT CASE STUDY
The team piloted stator seal cost reduction in a SAVE recommended AVS workshop with an authorized
SAVE consultant. The stator seal described below has a bolted joint in the forward flange and a
honeycomb seal on the aft side. The honeycomb seals interface with rotor. The stator seal is
manufactured using two forging envelopes with different material grades of steel (Mat A and Mat B) with
different coefficient of thermal expansion. There is a weld between forward and aft side [FIGURE 1].

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF STATOR SEAL

Detailed cost break-up indicated ~50% of the total stator seal cost was due to material and ~20% of the
total stator seal cost was due to direct labor. A Function Analysis System Technique (FAST) model was
developed for the stator seal to understand product versus feature functionality [FIGURE 2].

FIGURE 2: FAST DIAGRAM FOR STATOR SEAL
These four functions contributed ~75% of the total cost of the stator seal.





Control Flows (~22%)
Withstand temperature (~20%)
Improve Stiffness (~18%)
Control deflections (~15%)

The team worked through findings of FAST and addressed the above mentioned functions. The team
brainstormed to find alternate ways of achieving these functions.
The ideas were ranked based on feasibility and associated cost. Based on forecast data provided by
sourcing, the team questioned rationale of cost adder due to variation in steel grades and weld cost.
Internal cost assessment tools were used to estimate what should be the actual cost versus feature
functionality. The team thereby Influenced sourcing to negotiate with suppliers to reduce ~20% cost in
stator seal.
This opened up additional avenues for the team to apply Design to Value concepts in subsequent Cost
out programs.

CASE STUDY 1: NON STANDARD RING
The team identified a non-standard O-ring [FIGURE 3] which could have been ignored in a traditional
Pareto analysis for the cost-function tradeoff study. The non-standard ring cost was not comparable with
respect to standard O ring which triggered a deep dive on each features and their functionality. The team
studied the cost drivers like material, geometry and manufacturing process. Similar parts in legacy
engines were also studied to understand cost landscape for comparable sizes.
The cost baseline study indicated that the part under consideration was costing more than the legacy
parts of comparable sizes without non-standard features. The team collaboratively worked with supplier
for better understanding of the cost drivers and reduced the cost of non-standard ring by ~30%. This is a
classic case of a low effort and high impact project.

FIGURE 3: NON STANDARD O-RING
CASE STUDY 2: LOCKERS
Lockers are essentially used to restrain tangential motion of blades in circumferential dovetail
configuration rotors [FIGURE 4]. The team looked at the legacy configuration of lockers and their
manufacturing processes for cost out opportunity. Current configuration of locker is made of forged alloy.
The team started looking into alternate manufacturing without affecting form, fit and functionality. The
team assessed cost associated with respect to components serving the function.
The team worked with sourcing to get the cost estimates. The change in manufacturing process led to a
significant cost savings.

FIGURE 4: SCHEMATIC PICTURE OF LOCKERS WITH PLATFORMS

CASE STUDY 3: STRAIGHT TO SLANT ROTOR TEETH
Labyrinth seals are very common designs for preventing the leakage between the rotating and static
structures. Team performed value analysis to identify the functions versus cost. Based on the study, the
team came up with straight seal tooth over slant seal tooth. This design change resulted in ~10% part
cost reduction.

FIGURE 5: SCHEMATIC PICTURE OF SLANT AND STRAIGHT ROTOR TEETH

CASE STUDY 4: SELF LOCKING SHANK NUTS
Self-locking shank nuts are used for assemblies which have limited tooling access [3]. This is used for
both stator and rotor applications. Typically the blind assembly parts are standard parts with nominal cost.
As these parts are used in large quantity across the engine lines, the team worked with suppliers to
reduce the cost. This is an example of how low cost parts with high volume can drive significant cost
reduction.

FIGURE 7: SCHEMATIC PICTURE OF SHANK NUT BOLT ASSEMBLY

CONCLUSION
Through this exercise, the team understood importance of value engineering in product life cycle.
The team learnt the principles of Value Analysis and Value Engineering during this cost out journey. The
case studies listed in this paper are only some of the examples. These efforts have helped to create a
value-conscious cost optimization mindset.
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